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For Hawks, Pistons behind, Bulls next
7:22 am March 21, 2011, by Ken Sugiura

Greetings, all

Hope you’re well. Sorry I couldn’t blog Sunday night. Georgia State is introducing its new coach today 

(Monday), which I found out last night and so I had to start digging around to find out who it was, right about 

the time I was going to sit down to blog.

This will be on the brief side, so my apologies again.

- Not sure how much to take from the game. It’s a win, which is the important thing, but a) it’s only one win; b) it 

was against Detroit. Still, beats the alternative. The Hawks played with a bit more energy. Kirk Hinrich: “We 

talked about it as a team. We’re aware of it and there’s going to be nights that don’t go our way out there. We 

have to stick together, rely on each other and just play through it.”

- I counted 40 shots from 16 feet or more, out of 70. The Hawks started out shooting the ball well – they made 

seven of their first nine from 16 feet and out, and then 11 of the final 31. Off the top of my head, I’m not sure 

how this compares with a typical game, but it makes me wonder a little if the biggest difference in the game 

(opponent aside), or at least one of the biggest differences, was that the shots that they took went in after not 

going in against Miami, Denver, etc.

That said, I did think they were more intentional about running and to some degree played more physically on 

defense, although the Pistons still shot 50 percent from the field.

- The Jeff Teague update – 11th DNP. Larry Drew’s explanation – he didn’t want to start him because Tracy 

McGrady was a matchup problem, as well as Richard Hamilton. He said the starting unit got into a flow so he 

didn’t want to disrupt it. Also, he said he wanted to try to give Jamal Crawford more minutes than he would 

have otherwise to try to get him going before the playoffs start.

“I’m going to have to get him going and I’ve got to make sure he’s feeling good about himself as we move 

down the stretch,” Drew said. “He’s a guy we’re going to need down the stretch.”

- Chicago and Philadelphia ahead. Those games, I think we can agree, will be more telling than Sunday.

“We have to mirror this game but play with a little bit more energy and try to get the win against Chicago,” Josh 

Smith said.
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